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New Titles for Children and Young People
Asimov, Isaac. How Did We Find Out About the Beginning of Life; illus. by David Wool.
Walker, 1982. 81-71196. Trade ed. ISBN 0-8027-6447-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-8027-
6448-7. 54p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $8.85.
Asimov's writing is always laudable for the way it shows how a body of scientific
R knowledge is based on the work of many scientists, both those who succeeded in
5-7 their experiments and those who did not, and for its illustration of the fact that all
findings are subject to re-examination. Here, in a clearly written and logically ar-
ranged text, he describes the work of those researchers of earlier centuries who
demonstrated the error of the theory of spontaneous generation, compares the work
of Lamarck and Darwin, and concludes with the statement that scientists are in
agreement that species emerged (and are emerging) from other species. The second
half of the text discusses the work of contemporary scientists in examining the ways
in which, given a source of energy and the proper chemical constituents, it is possible
to create new chemical combinations that resemble those of living things. An index is
included; phonetic spelling is parenthetically provided for the more difficult words of
names.
C.U. Science
Barrett, John E. One Rubber Duckie; illus. with photographs by John E. Barrett. Random
House, 1982. 81-86375. ISBN 0-394-85309-1. 14p. $3.50.
Heavy board pages are used for a counting book that shows Sesame Street
Ad characters posed with objects from one to ten: one rubber duckie, two red roller
2-4 skates, three birthday cakes, four friendly goldfish, etc. For many young children,
yrs. the puppets will have the appeal of the familiar; the back cover says, "Ernie and Bert
can count from one to ten. Can you?" The photographs are bright and clear, the book
is useful although not unusual for its teaching purpose.
Baum, Lyman Frank. The Wizard of OZ; illus. by Michael Hague. Holt, 1982. 82-1109. ISBN
0-03-061661-1. 219p. $18.95.
A new edition of an old favorite is profusely illustrated with full-color paintings,
R rich in detail, romantic in mood but with touches of comedy, and quite attuned in
3-5 mood and style to the period of publication: Dorothy, for example, looks as though
she had been drawn by an artist who was the contemporary of the original illustrator,
W. W. Denslow. In sum, Michael Hague's paintings are handsome, they interpret the
story beautifully, and they are particularly striking in depicting the setting.
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Blegvad, Lenore, comp. The Parrot in the Garret and Other Rhymes about Dwellings; illus.
by Erik Blegvad. Atheneum, 1982. 81-10859. ISBN 0-689-50217-6. 32p. $8.95.
Erik Blegvad's brisk, deft small-scale drawings, some in color and some in black
Ad and white, illustrate a pleasant collection of short poems, most of which have been
2-5 taken from such anthologies as The London Treasury of Nursery Rhymes or The
yrs. Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes. The selections are nicely geared for young
children, but this is less substantial than its sources, and it's the pictures that give the
book what value it has.
Bunn, Scott. Just Hold On. Delacorte, 1982. 82-70316. ISBN 0-440-04257-7. 160p. $9.95.
Covering a two-year time span, this is the story of two unhappy high school
NR students; it begins with Charlotte, who has just come back from a hunting trip with
8-10 her father, being raped by her father after her parents have quarreled and her mother
has walked out. Stephen's problem is coping with an alcoholic father (both fathers
are doctors) and he's a shy and lonely boy. Charlotte and Stephen become friends,
then lovers, although Charlotte often is taut and withdrawn. The story ends with a
class trip to New York, where Charlotte breaks down emotionally and Stephen has a
homosexual experience with a classmate. The book ends with Stephen living and
working in New York (his father has died) and getting a letter from Charlotte-with
no return address-saying that she is in another hospital and probably will be for a
long time. This is a first novel, and it shows some promise in the writing style, but it
fails as a narrative because it seems to have no direction; it begins by plunging into
disaster and tragedy with inadequate preparation, and the subsequent events seem
almost fortuitous. The characters are adequately drawn, but inadequately developed.
Burton, Marilee Robin. Aaron Awoke; written and illus. by Marilee Robin Burton. Harper,
1982. 81-48638. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-020891-0; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-020892-9. 26p.
Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.89.
With a very short sentence for each letter, Aaron's day is alphabetically narrated in
Ad very short sentences: "Aaron awoke/Bathed in bubbles/Combed his curls/Dressed
2-5 for the day," etc. He invites guests, prepares a meal, does chores, relaxes with his
yrs. two friends in the evening, prepares their beds, and they all retire. The paintings have
the same prim simplicity and naivete as Goffstein's work. The characters are chil-
dren; unrealistically, no adults are on the scene; Aaron hitches the horse for plowing
and lights a wood stove for cooking, but his bedroom is filled with a child's toys.
Carlson, Natalie Savage. Spooky Night; illus. by Andrew Glass. Lothrop, 1982. 82-54. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-688-00934-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00935-2. 32p. Trade ed. $9.50;
Library ed. $8.59.
When the Bascombs took in a stray black cat and named him Spooky, they were
R delighted with their quiet, gentle, affectionate pet. When Halloween came, however,
K-2 Spooky acted frantic, yowling and spitting; after the family had gone to bed, he
slipped out and found a witch, who jeered at him because he'd become a tame cat.
The witch promised to let him stay with the Bascombs if he could catch the moon for
her-and he did. Back in his usual place next morning, Spooky slept, and the Bas-
combs thought he looked as though he had had a happy dream. Glass uses soft
hatching in quiet colors on pages in which the text and illustrations are handsomely
laid out; the story, while simply told, has a good narrative flow and uses repetition to
good effect, so that it's effective for reading aloud or storytelling.
C.U. Halloween; Reading aloud; Storytelling
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Climo, Shirley. The Cobweb Christmas; illus. by Joe Lasker. Crowell, 1982. 81-43879. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-690-04215-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04216-7. 32p. Trade ed. $10.50;
Library ed. $10.89.
There are few hard lines in Lasker's bright and cozy paintings of an old woman
R who makes animals welcome in her tiny house at Christmas; the indoor scenes are a
K-3 bit on the busy side, the outdoor scenes more spacious despite their small scale. All
the children call the little old woman their aunt, Tante, and in her little cottage next to
the forest she busily prepares for Christmas, decorating a tree and gathering gifts of
food for children and animals-except the spiders, whose webs were always swept
away in the annual holiday cleaning. The spiders, who have never seen a decorated
tree, beg the Christkindel to let them in; they weave webs that he changes to silver
and gold. And that's how tinsel began, long ago in Germany, in this pleasant but
rather sedate modem example of a "why" story.
C.U. Christmas
D.V. Animals, kindness to
Cole, Joanna, comp. Best-loved Folktales of the World; comp. by Joanna Cole; illus. by Jill
Karla Schwarz. Doubleday, 1982. 81-43288. ISBN 0-385-18520-0. 792p. $15.95.
A collection of two hundred folktales is divided by large geographical areas (West
R Europe, Middle East, Pacific, North America, etc.) and indexed by category of tale:
4-6 humorous tales, men and boys, fools and noodleheads and so on. Although the print
is small and the list of sources long enough to make finding them a bit of a chore (the
selection gives the country of origin; the list of acknowledgements is alphabetical by
compiler or adapter) the variety, number, and quality of the tales selected makes this
a useful book for independent reading, reading aloud, and storytelling.
C.U. Reading aloud; Storytelling
Coontz, Otto. Mystery Madness. Houghton, 1982. 81-13500. ISBN 0-395-32079-8. 148p. $8.95.
Misinterpreting the conversation he overhears during pauses in a telephone di-
Ad alogue with his older sister Blanche, Murray (age twelve) is convinced that she and
5-7 her friend Harold have murdered the housekeeper. His parents are away, so Murray
is distraught; eventually he tells a detective he's run into in a cafe. The detective
solves the mystery (Blanche and Harold were speaking of props when they referred
to a gun and blood) and also proves that the housekeeper is a thief; the scar-faced
man who'd been trailing Murray proves to be a policeman; the anonymous calls
prove to have been made by Murray's suspicious classmate; the severed head Mur-
ray had seen proves to be a wig, et cetera. Too much, even if the exaggeration is
deliberate; few readers will be likely to miss the broad hints about Blanche's interest
in film-making. This has plenty of action and is occasionally funny, but it's marred
by careless writing: "There was no mistaking the touche at the end of Harold's
remark," or, "Mimsy's eyebrows jumped to her forehead," or "Her crisp satin
uniform . ."
D.V. Brothers-sisters
Cresswell, Helen. Dear Shrink. Macmillan, 1982. 81-7728. ISBN 0-02-725560-3. 204p. $9.95.
Oliver, the narrator, is thirteen. William and Lucy, his brother and sister, are
R fifteen and seven; they are all intelligent and articulate and horrified at the prospect of
5-8 being separated when their parents, both botanists, go off on a six-month visit to the
Amazon. Their mother has obligingly tracked down an older woman who had looked
after her when she was a child, Mrs. Bartle. Unfortunately, Mrs. Bartle, shortly after
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arriving, has a fatal heart attack, and the children are indeed separated, sent to foster
homes, and reunited after the first placement doesn't work out. They run off to the
family's summer cottage, unable to bear the idea of being in the foster home for
Christmas. After a series of near-disasters, there's a happy solution when Mum and
Dad (also unable to bear the separation) turn up. This story by a British author of
note should have universal appeal, in part because of the warmth of the family ties, in
part because of the humor and compassion of the putative author, and in part because
of the wit and humor of the vigorous style of writing. Creswell is skilled at structure
and pacing, but it is in the vivid, perceptive characterization and dialogue that her
greatest strength lies. Part of the story is told by Oliver's journal, written as letters to
Carl Jung, "because you are someone I think I will be able to tell my inmost thoughts
to, and also because you were the first name that came into my head," and the formal
"Dear Mr. Jung" turns into "Dear Shrink," hence the title.
D.V. Brothers-sisters; Death, adjustment to
Crews, Donald. Carousel; written and illus. by Donald Crews. Greenwillow, 1982. 82-3062.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00908-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00909-3. 32p. Trade ed.
$9.50; Library ed. $8.59.
Crews uses both color photography of words and paintings in Art Deco style of the
R carousel; a brief text describes the ride, from the horses waiting, silent and still, to
K-2 the end of a whirling ride. The speeded, blurred pictures of the carousel in motion and
of the words (boom, toot) that signify the calliope sounds are very effective. Despite
the lack of story line, this should appeal to children because of the brilliant color, the
impression of speed, and the carousel itself.
Devlin, Wende. Cranberry Halloween; written and illus. by Wende and Harry Devlin. Four
Winds, 1982. 81-22134. ISBN 0-590-07854-2. 32p. $9.95.
Because the town of Cranberry must have the money for a much-needed new dock
M by Halloween (otherwise it cannot be finished by winter, the connection is not made
3-4 clear) Mr. Whiskers, a briny old clamdigger, volunteers to hold the collection box; he
dresses as a ghost on Halloween and escorts little Maggie toward a party at the Town
Hall; they are waylaid by two large men dressed as pirates, but escape them. Later,
in the Town Hall, the curmudgeon of Cranberry, Mr. Grape, is proved to have hired
the two men to get the moneybox; unmasked, he volunteers to make up the deficit for
the needed sum, and a happy Halloween is enjoyed by all. The illustrations are
pedestrian, the text contrived; the appeals of the story are the thinly-used holiday
setting and the action. Two cranberry recipes are appended.
C.U. Halloween
Edmondson, Madeleine. Anna Witch; illus. by William Pene du Bois. Doubleday, 1982. 81-
43653. Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-17393-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-385-17394-6. 88p. Trade
ed. $8.95; Library ed. $9.90.
Anna is bright and kind, but she cannot seem to learn the magic her mother
Ad teaches, and it's a worry to her mother: why can't her little witchdaughter do her
2-4 magic properly? When the other witchdaughters have a spelling bee, Anna can't get
beyond the first round of casting spells, and her mother is embarrassed. Scolded,
Anna rebels and turns her mother into a frog; lonely, she invites some rabbits to a
party but is appalled when her guests ravage the garden and make a mess in the
house. She learns a spell that will bring her mother back, and finds her mother
pleased at her prowess and quite forgiving. That is the abrupt ending to a fantasy that
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is adequately written but not very substantial in conception; the black and white
illustrations are deftly detailed and dramatic but not as effective as the artist's work
in color.
Epstein, Samuel. Kids in Court: The ACLU Defends Their Rights; by Sam and Beryl Epstein.
Four Winds, 1982. 81-69515. ISBN 0-590-07669-8. 233p. $9.95.
Beginning with a history of the American Civil Liberties Union and an explanation
R of its role, the Epsteins describe eleven cases in which the ACLU acted on behalf of
8- adolescents who have brought suit in defense of their rights as minor citizens. The
cases involve such principles as the right of free speech, the right to be secure against
unreasonable search (a strip-search in a school drug hunt), sexual discrimination, and
invasion of privacy. The writing is primarily descriptive, dry and matter-of-fact,
given variety by the inclusion of cited comments and court transcripts. An index is
appended.
C.U. Social studies
Fleischman, Albert Sidney. The Case of the 264-Pound Burglar; illus. by Bill Morrison.
Random House, 1982. 81-12066. Library ed. ISBN 0-394-95108-5; Paper ed. ISBN
0-394-85108-0. 62p. Library ed. $4.99; Paper ed. $1.50.
Based on a script from the Children's Television Workshop series, this features
M three young detectives who have been taken on by Mr. Bloodhound as his assistants
3-5 in his detective agency. Vikki, black, is sixteen; Ricardo is fifteen; Zach is ten. As
usual, the owner is absent; as usual, the three young people take on the case and
solve the crime. Here the problem is that an elderly woman's life savings are missing
from an attic trunk-but the house has been carefully locked up, and all door and
window locks are undisturbed. The gang has one clue, a ticket showing that someone
had weighed 264 pounds. There's a heavy dose of coincidence in the way the children
solve the problem; the text is breezy in style, weak in characterization and dialogue.
Lots of action, the element of mystery, and the solution of a problem by young
people may appeal to readers, but the adaptation from television to print has pro-
duced a mediocre book.
Galdone, Paul. What's in Fox's Sack? ad. and illus. by Paul Galdone. Houghton, 1982. 81-
10251. ISBN 0-89919-062-6. 29p. $9.95.
It's partly the marvelously expressive faces (animal and human) that Galdone gives
R his characters, partly the vitality of his drawing, and partly the exuberant humor of
K-2 the illustrative details that make this version of an English folktale so engaging. This
is the story of a trickster who is tricked, a sly fox who leaves his sack at a series of
homes, each time warning the occupant not to peek; each time she does, and he takes
better booty for his sack. From a bumblebee to a rooster to a pig to a boy (with
improving prospects for the fox's dinner) until the last woman, suspicious, sub-
stitutes a large ferocious dog for the boy. The fox runs for his life, the released boy
and the large dog share a treat of gingerbread fresh out of the oven. There's a
restrained use of repetition and a pattern within the story, nicely told and as appro-
priate for storytelling as for reading aloud.
C.U. Storytelling
Gibbons, Gail. Christmas Time; written and illus. by Gail Gibbons. Holiday House, 1982.
82-1038. ISBN 0-8234-0453-6. 32p. $10.95.
Sedate pictures, uncluttered, neatly composed, in bright, flat colors illustrate a
simply written, continuous text that briefly sketches the Nativity story, describes
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Christmas observances, discusses Santa Claus, and concludes with "Christmas Day
M is a time for love, joy and peace." The mixture of fact ("Christmas hymns are sung")
K-2 and fancy ("Santa Claus is jolly and kind. He lives at the North Pole") limits the
usefulness of the book.
C.U. Christmas.
Good, Merle. Nicole Visits an Amish Farm; illus. with photographs by Erika Stone. Walker,
1982. 81-23085. ISBN 0-8027-6443-6. 47p. $8.95.
A photodocumentary records the two-week visit of a black child from an urban
Ad home to an Amish farm, where one of a large family, Charity, is Nicole's age. The
2-4 text is simple and rather tepid, describing Nicole's participation in buggy-rides, food
canning, family Bible readings, and various chores indoors and out; there are also
such diversions as swimming, games, and playing with paper dolls. The book gives
some information about the Amish way of life, and an appended double-page spread
(in small type and using a vocabulary too difficult for most readers in the primary
grades) supplements this information; some of this could have been included in the
text to good advantage.
C.U. Farm life (unit)
Grahame, Kenneth. The Adventures of Mole, Rat, and Toad; ad. by Janet Palazzo-Craig; illus.
by Mary Alice Baer. Troll, 1982. 81-16422. Library ed. ISBN 0-89375-636-9; Paper
ed. ISBN 0-89375-637-7. 32p. Library ed. $6.89; Paper ed. $2.50.
Illustrated with rather garish paintings, this adaptation of a children's classic is one
NR of four picture-book versions of excerpts from The Wind in the Willows; while it does
2-4 make some episodes available for independent readers in the primary grades, the
adaptation loses all the style and humor that have made the book a classic. Mole, Rat,
and Toad go for a disastrous trip in a gypsy caravan, but this is bare bones compared
to the banquet Grahame provides. To reverse the familiar folktale saying: if that don't
do no harm, that don't do no good.
Greenberg, Jan. The Pig-Out Blues. Farrar, 1982. 82-2552. ISBN 0-374-35937-7. 150p. $9.95.
Jodie and her mother, Vanessa, had a hostile relationship in which screaming
R arguments were followed by days of sullen silence. Most of the time the fights were
7-9 about Jodie's compulsive eating and her resultant pudginess; when she went on a
strenuous diet, Vanessa happily cooperated-but the fasting had been undertaken so
that Jodie might get the part of Juliet in a school play, and when she fainted during an
audition, she lost that chance. In her despair, Jodie began stuffiing herself again. Only
after her mother returned from a trip taken to forget the rift between her and the
man she loves, did she and Jodie make the first tentative steps toward mutual
tolerance. Jodie has been helped, during Vanessa's absence, by the kindness of her
best friend Heather and Heather's warm, loving family. This is a well-paced and
perceptive story written with restraint and with a clear indication of the fact that in
the complexity of human relationships there is no black and white, no saints or
sinners.
D.V. Friendship values; Mother-daughter relations
Grinnell, George Bird, comp. The Whistling Skeleton: American Indian Tales of the Super-
natural; comp. by George Bird Grinnell; ed. by John Bierhorst; illus. by Robert
Andrew Parker. Four Winds, 1982. 81-69517. ISBN 0-590-07801-1. 110p. $12.95.
Dramatic, wavery black and white drawings echo the eerie notes of nine tales from
three sources: Blackfeet, Cheyenne, and Pawnee. The editorial preface is lengthy
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and informative, giving good background information about the Plains Indians, in-
R cluding information on the tellers whose stories Grinnell collected in the late
5-7 nineteenth century. The stories are told in a rather flat, straightforward style; each
incorporates some aspect of the supernatural; in the title story a man is pursued by an
angry skeleton, while in many of the stories the fanciful element is in the depiction of
an animal. These are perhaps of less interest to the storyteller than to the student of
Native American culture.
Heide, Florence Parry. The Problem with Pulcifer; illus. by Judy Glasser. Lippincott, 1982.
81-48606. Trade ed. ISBN 0-397-32001-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-397-32002-7. 54p.
Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.89.
Heide pokes fun at television addicts, conformity, and certain adult-child relations
R in a very funny book that is written with acidulated exaggeration but that has a strong
3-5 unstated message. Everybody worries about Pulcifer, who refuses to watch televi-
sion as all normal people do; instead he reads b--ks. Shameful! Frustrating to the
teachers, to his parents, to a psychiatrist who points out that he read as a child and
understands, but he broke the habit. Even the school librarian worries when Pulcifer
checks out books instead of the AV equipment that dominates the shelves. Every-
body watches television but Pulcifer. He's not motivated, the psychiatrist explains;
Pulcifer's parents tell him the fact that everyone else watches should be motivation
enough. Not a good reason, Pulcifer says. Sadly his parents tell him they love him
anyway; they go off to watch television and Pulcifer settles happily into an armchair
with his stack of new library books. Heide makes her point with humor, deriding not
television but television addiction in a clever story illustrated with cartoon style
drawings, angular, stiff, and spare.
Hoben, Lillian. It's Really Christmas; written and illus. by Lillian Hoban. Greenwillow, 1982.
81-6324. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00830-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00831-3. 39p.
Trade ed. $9.50; Library ed. $8.59.
Soft-hued paintings, more detailed and romantic than Hoban's usual work, illus-
R trate a gentle, sentimental story about a very young lame mouse who longs for
K-2 Christmas because he was born in a box of Christmas decorations and loves to play
with them. Twice the mouse, Gamey Joe, gives up his precious playthings to help the
other mice, both times in order to keep the attic quiet (tinsel to plug a noisy drip from
the roof, cotton snow to make slippers) so that the cat won't be sent up there. A fairy
mouse had told Gamey Joe, "If you give, you will have, and it truly will be Christ-
mas." And when Gamey Joe is very ill, it is his own acts of kindness that lead to a
way for others to help him; that's how Christmas comes in midsummer to the mice in
the attic. A little sugary, the story is nicely structured and told, and the wee pro-
tagonist should be appealing to the read-aloud audience.
C.U. Christmas.
D.V. Kindness; Resourcefulness
Hooks, William H. Circle of Fire. Atheneum, 1982. 82-3982. ISBN 0-689-50241-9. 144p. $9.95.
The time is 1936, the place is the tidewater country of North Carolina, and the
R narrator is eleven-year-old Harrison, who is white and who feels uncomfortable when
5-8 anyone suggests that he ought to make some white friends, since he's perfectly happy
with Kitty and Scrap, a black brother and sister. When a group of Irish tinkers who
have escaped Klan vengeance in South Carolina camp on Harrison's family's land,
the local Klansmen mobilize. Kitty and Scrap are frightened and so is Harrison, who
isn't sure whether his father is a member of the KKK or not; despite his fear,
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Harrison sneaks out at night to warn the tinkers, and his horror at the behavior of the
Klan ends only when the sheriff and his men (called by Harrison's father) arrive on
the scene. Despite the slightly contrived ending-a baby is born in the barn where a
young tinker couple has taken refuge on Christmas Eve-this is a story with good
pace and structure, and it gives a vivid and convincing picture of the cruelty and
prejudice of the KKK.
C.U. Social studies
D.V. Friendship values; Helpfulness; Intercultural understanding
Hopkins, Lee Bennett, comp. Circus! Circus! illus. by John O'Brien. Knopf, 1982. 81-20932.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-85342-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-95342-8. 26p. Trade ed.
$9.95; Library ed. $9.99.
Busy, fanciful black and white drawings illustrate a small collection of circus
R poems, the contributors including Dorothy Aldis, Rachel Field, Ogden Nash, Jack
2-4 Prelutsky, and the compiler. The quality is variable, but the range is from adequate
(Margaret Hillert) to very good (Dorothy Aldis). Not an imposing anthology but,
because of the subject, a useful one that should appeal to primary grades readers.
Huynh Quang Nhuong. The Land I Lost: Adventures of a Boy in Vietnam; illus. by Vo-Dinh
Mai. Harper, 1982. 80-8437. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-024592-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-
024593-X. 115p. Trade ed. $10.50; Library ed. $9.89.
Each chapter, in this book of reminiscence about the author's boyhood in a hamlet
R in the Vietnamese highlands, is a separate episode, although the same characters
5-7 appear in many of the episodes. Some of the chapters are about members of the
author's family, several are about family pets or work-animals, and several about
encounters with some of the dangerous creatures of the area. The writing has an
ingenuous quality that adds to the appeal of the strong sense of familial and com-
munal ties that pervades the story; although some of the chapters are so detailed in
describing animal encounters as to verge on the tedious, they are the exceptions;
most of the text is direct and some of it is dramatic.
D.V. Animals, kindness to; Family relations; Intercultural understanding
Hyde, Margaret O. Foster Care and Adoption. Watts, 1982. 81-21971. ISBN 0-531-04403-3.
90p. $8.90.
With her usual objectivity and clarity, Hyde surveys many aspects of foster care:
R the rights of children and of parents, the strengths and weaknesses of placement
6-9 practices, the possibility that preventive or early therapeutic care for families could
improve situations that, if allowed to continue, could or would develop a need for
acute or sustained or unsuccessful action, for which the state pays a financial toll
and-more important-the individuals may pay a tragic toll. The topic of adoption is
less fully covered, but the coverage is adequate; access to the information provided
in the book is given through an index; also appended are a bibliography and a list of
sources for further information.
C.U. Social studies
Keats, Ezra Jack, illus. Clementina's Cactus; illus. by Ezra Jack Keats. Viking, 1982. 82-2630.
ISBN 0-670-22517-7. 34p. $11.95.
A wordless picture book is illustrated with paintings that are just as colorful but
more free in line and spacious in composition than most of Keats' work. The story
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line is simple: a small girl is intrigued by a prickly cactus, to her father's amusement;
R she is delighted when, after a heavy rain, her cactus blossoms brilliantly. A pleasant
4-6 conceit, albeit not substantial, and a nice picture of a loving relationship between a
yrs. child and her father, with whom she apparently lives alone.
King-Smith, Dick. Pigs Might Fly; illus. by Mary Rayner. Viking, 1982. 81-11525. ISBN
0-670-55506-1. 158p. $10.95.
Not since Wilbur has there been so engaging a porcine protagonist as Daggie, the
R runt of the litter who rises to heroic stature in this touching and comic fantasy, first
4-6 published in England under the title Daggie Dogfoot. Although embarrassed about
* her child's peculiar deformity (his forefeet were rounded like a puppy's) Mrs.
Barleylove, Daggie's mother, was firmly determined that this runt would not be taken
away from her. She never dreamed that he would learn to swim (under the tutelage of
a clever duck and an avuncular otter) or that his ability to swim would make it
possible for Daggie to come to the rescue of all the other pigs during a flash flood.
Written with wit and controlled ebullience, this has excellent characterization, pithy
dialogue, good pace, and admirable line drawings.
Krensky, Stephen. The Wilder Plot. Atheneum, 1982. 82-1828. ISBN 0-689-30927-9. 160p.
$10.95.
Given a major role (which he doesn't want) in the ninth grade class play, Charlie
Ad Wilder discovers that it isn't easy to get out of his predicament, partly because he's
5-7 also involved in the tense, three-way election for class president. There are ploys
within ploys among a cast of lively but exaggerated characters in the class: Dirk is too
conceited to be believable, Jack too dense, Pages (Priscilla) too melodramatic and
credulous. Just before the scheduled performance, Charlie is saved from the public
appearance he dreads, but this potentially funny school story has by that time had so
many contrived turns that it loses much humorous and narrative impact.
D.V. Age-mate relations; Shyness, overcoming
Lauber, Patricia. Journey to the Planets. Crown, 1982. 82-1426. ISBN 0-517-54477-6. 90p.
illus. with photographs. $11.95.
In an exciting text that incorporates findings from recent space probes, Lauber
R describes the planets, moons, and rings of our solar system, discussing their forma-
5- tion, composition, and behavior. Photographs are carefully placed and captioned,
* and an index (with phonetic spellings for difficult words) gives access to the contents.
The material is dramatic and Lauber's writing style, straightforward and sequential, is
a good foil for that drama; what is most impressive is the clarity with which a mass of
technical material is presented. The book is also a fine example of scientific writing,
distinguishing between fact and theory, and making the reader aware of the guarded
acceptance of evidence by the scientific community.
C.U. Astronomy (unit)
Levitin, Sonia. All the Cats in the World; illus. by Charles Robinson. Harcourt, 1982. 81-
20036. ISBN 0-15-202396-8. 32p. $9.95.
Two-color line and wash drawings illustrate the story of a growing colony of
Ad abandoned cats that live near the seashore and are fed by two old women, Nella and
K-2 Mikila. When Nella dies, Mikila brings food by herself and is jeered at by the light-
house keeper for wasting her money on food for the "filthy creatures." Still, even
when she's ill, Mikila feeds the cats until she cannot rise from her bed. When she's
well and comes down to the shore, she finds the old man who had taunted her opening
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a bag of food for the animals; that is the beginning of a new friendship, as Mikila and
the old man meet daily to feed the cats. The book's audience should empathize with
Mikila's kindness, but the combination of no child characters and minimal plot may
limit their interest; the story is adequately told but slow-paced.
D.V. Animals, kindness to
Lindbergh, Anne. The People in Pineapple Place. Harcourt, 1982. 82-47935. ISBN 0-15-
260517-7. 156p. $10.95.
In a fantasy that merges nicely with its realistic matrix, a lonely child finds a group
R of friends from another time, and when they move on they leave him the best possible
4-6 gift, a new and permanent friend his own age. August had just moved to Georgetown
with his mother, recently divorced and busy with her new career; he disliked Wash-
ington; he disliked the one neighbor his own age, Peter; he dreaded the start of the
school year. Then he discovered Pineapple Place, a peripatetic community of six
families who had been on the move (from city to city) for over forty years and who
were usually invisible to others, but August could see them all, visit them, go with
them on expeditions that were startling (like roller-skating in the National Gallery)
because nobody could see anyone but August. Most of the time. Occasionally one of
the Pineapple Place children would be visible to someone, as Meggie was to August's
mother, who finally believed his story. The book is deftly structured, written with a
good narrative flow, and satisfying in its ending, for as a parting gift April, August's
favorite Pineapple Place friend, brings August and Peter together.
D.V. Friendship values
Lindsay, Jeanne Warren. Do I Have a Daddy? illus. by DeeDee Upton Warr. Morning Glory,
1982. 82-81645. ISBN 0-930934-10-5. 44p. $7.95.
Erik, during a squabble with a friend, is upset because Jennifer taunts him with the
M fact that he doesn't have a daddy, doesn't even know where his daddy is. His mother
K-2 later explains that she and his daddy were so young they weren't ready to get
married, and that although his daddy liked him, he wasn't ready to take on the big job
of caring for a baby. Then she explains that if she marries, Erik will have a daddy,
and that perhaps Erik would like to spend more time with his uncle and grandfather.
This is a sincere effort to help the small child understand one kind of single-parent
situation, but it's a static story with awkwardly drawn, pedestrian illustrations. A
long section addressed to parents is appended; it points out that half the children in
the U.S. spend some time living with a single parent, and that one out of six children
born each year is born to a single mother, and gives sensible advice about what to tell
children and how to tell them.
Lipman, Matthew. Kio and Gus. First Mountain Foundation, 1982. 76-9315. ISBN 0-916834-
19-0. 77p. $6.50.
Kio and Gus (Augusta) are friends and neighbors; they alternate in telling some of
R the events of their summer in chapters that are episodic, family-oriented, and de-
3-5 signed to encourage readers to think. The style is direct and casual, it has a good
balance of exposition and dialogue, and it incorporates philosophical or provocative
issues in a natural way. Kio is motherless, Gus is blind; both facts are handled
smoothly and candidly, as are such topics as protection of endangered species or
what time is. The publishing foundation has produced the book for the Institute for
the Advancement of Philosophy for Children and the book can be ordered from the
F.M.F. at P.O. Box 196, Montclair, NJ 07042.
D.V. Friendship values; Handicaps, adjustment to
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McClung, Robert M. Rajpur, Last of the Bengal Tigers; illus by Irene Brady. Morrow, 1982.
82-3478. ISBN 0-688-01495-X. 95p. $7.50.
Although told in narrative form, the story of Rajpur is based on known facts about
R the habits and habitat of the Bengal tiger; there is little personification and no
4-6 anthropomorphism. It begins with Rajpur as a cub, learning to hunt by following his
mother's example and learning about the predators he should avoid. Meeting his first
rival, Rajpur goes off to find a new territory in the Himalayan hills, where he meets
and courts a mate and starts a family. Guarding his mate when she is caught in a trap,
he is taken by a team of scientists, drugged and tagged, and left to recover; because of
the dwindling numbers of tigers, the area has been declared a wildlife reserve. The
illustrations, in earth colors and orange, are dramatic but repetitive; the text is
informative, slow-moving but relieved by moments of action and danger.
Mahy, Margaret. The Haunting. Atheneum, 1982. 82-3983. ISBN 0-689-50243-5. 144p. $8.95.
This fantasy by an eminent New Zealand author is both a family story and a deft
R tale of inherited extra-sensory perception, the two elements beautifully merged. Bar-
5-7 ney, eight, is terrified by the repetition of images and messages that proclaim "Bar-
* ney is dead," but through a gradual but well-paced development he discovers that he
had had a great-uncle who had been a "magician," not only having ESP but able to
evoke illusions. This was Cole, who had had a beloved brother, another Barney.
Presumed dead for many years, Cole suddenly appears and there is an interfamilial
confrontation. The ending is unexpected but logical, dramatic and satisfying. The
style, the characterization, the consistency of the fantastic within the real, are all
distinctive.
D.V. Family relations
Maruki, Toshi. Hiroshima No Pika; written and illus. by Toshi Maruki. Lothrop, 1982. 82-
15365. ISBN 0-688-01297-3. 48p. $12.50.
First published in Japan, this is the story of one family who was in Hiroshima the
R day the atom bomb was dropped. Seven-year-old Mii and her parents are eating
2-4 breakfast when the terrible flash comes, and Mother puts her unconscious husband
over her shoulder and runs with her child to the river. They are surrounded by the
wounded and the dead, and Maruki's vivid paintings show the tragedy of bare burnt
figures everywhere and the heaps of rubble in a burning city. This is based on the
experiences of a real family; Mii's father died of radiation burs, and Mii herself was
permanently retarded, a seven-year-old as long as she lived. Maruki is an eminent
artist and an active pacifist. This is a picture book with a message, and she has used
both text and pictures to convey that message effectively: never again should there
be a Hiroshima. The text points out that many who thought their lives were spared
later died of radiation sickness, and that almost forty years later many are still
hospitalized. "It can't happen again," says Mii's mother, "if no one drops the
bomb."
D.V. Pacific attitudes
Masters, Mildred. The House on the Hill. Greenwillow, 1982. 82-909. ISBN 0-688-01306-6.
121p. $9.50.
Jenny, ten, looks dolefully forward to a dull summer in the small Indiana town
Ad where she lives with her divorced mother. A gregarious child, Jenny spends time with
3-5 adult friends but longs for someone her own age. She goes to visit her father and
stepmother, enjoys having her older sister come home for a brief vacation, but
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spends most of her time playing in an empty house (the house of the title) and is
delighted when, at the end of the story, a family with four children moves into the
house. And there the story, adequately written but lacking a strong story line or much
vitality, abruptly ends: Jenny joins the new family for a picnic supper.
D.V. Adaptability
Mays, Lucinda. The Candle and the Mirror. Atheneum, 1982. 81-8115. ISBN 0-689-30885-X.
182p. $9.95.
In a story set just before the turn of the century, "nice" women didn't travel
M around leaving their children at home, but Anne's mother Emily did. Concerned
7-9 about women's rights and labor conditions, Emily Simmons left Anne with her
grandmother and took off. Later placed in a boarding school, Anne decided to join
her mother when she graduated; when she reached the mining community where her
mother was working as a labor organizer, Anne found her mother gone, but she
herself became immersed in the lives and problems of the miners. She helped with
rescue work when the community was hit by a flood, then decided there were other
paths to follow than her mother's if one wanted to help people; the story ends with
Anne about to go off to New York with a letter of introduction to Lillian Wald at the
Henry Street Settlement House. This has historic interest, but it's weak as a story,
the characterization and narrative interest being sacrificed to the author's commend-
able interest in the history of women's rights and of working conditions and the labor
movement.
D.V. Mother-daughter relations
Mitchell, Barbara. Tomahawks and Trombones; illus. by George Overlie. Carolrhoda, 1982.
81-21661. ISBN 0-87614-191-2. 56p. $5.95.
In a fictionalized account based on a true incident, Mitchell describes the way in
R which-warned by a friendly Delaware Indian-the residents of a small town averted
2-3 an attack by hostile Iroquois. The setting is the Moravian village of Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, the year 1755. The residents had sent for some trombones so that they
could celebrate Christmas as they had in the old country, called to church by a set of
trombones. The peaceful town was feeling the results of the French and Indian War,
although they had always lived in harmony with their Delaware neighbors. Warned of
the attack, they sounded their trombones, and the attackers fled. Some of the detail is
actual, based on diaries, and some is conjectural. The story is written in a direct and
simple style, printed in large and well-spaced type. Useful for primary grades
readers, this is both a Christmas story and a historical story that's just the right level
of complexity.
C.U. History
D.V. Intercultural understanding
Mulford, Philippa Greene. If It's Not Funny, Why Am I Laughing? Delacorte, 1982. 82-70321.
ISBN 0-440-03961-4. 144p. $9.95.
"Ever since my best friend, Tuna McElliott, told me a month ago that she is no
M longer a virgin, my entire outlook on life has changed," Mimi begins. Aware that
8-10 most of her high school classmates are more sophisticated than she, fifteen-year-old
Mimi is both tempted and frightened by the advances of the handsome boy on whom
she has a crush. Unfortunately, she feels, her predilection for clowning spoils every
intimate confrontation with Lars. That's theme one; theme two is the growing dis-
tress Tuna (Fortuna) feels because her lover is so intense and serious and attentive.
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Theme three, Mimi is bothered by the fact that her mother, an actress, seems to have
little desire to see her; Mimi lives with her father and stepmother, whom she loves
and who seems to be the sensible, authorial voice. Theme four, Mimi's friendship
with an elderly woman who has to go into a nursing home. Theme five, a Virgin Pool
(boys at school betting on which girls will lose their virginity) which ends with a tragic
event and a teacher giving his class an infuriated lecture on attitudes toward sex and
on being mature and responsible. In sum, too much, a frequent weakness in first
novels. There are humor and candor enough to appeal to some readers, but the
book-despite its reflection of adolescent concerns-is marred by uneven dialogue,
particularly by the repetition of one running gag, Tuna's misuse of terms-casting
"excursions" on somebody's name, for example.
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Older-younger generations; Sex roles; Stepparent-child
relations
Murdocca, Sal. Sir Hamm and the Golden Sundial; written and illus. by Sal Murdocca.
Delacorte, 1982. 81-65489. Trade ed. ISBN 0-440-08302-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-440-
08316-8. 43p. Trade ed. $11.95; Library ed. $11.89.
An oversize book is illustrated with framed pictures (several on each page) in
NR garish comic strip style; all the text, save for an occasional boxed insert of linking
3-4 material, consists of dialogue in balloons. All the characters have pigs' faces and
hooves but are otherwise depicted as human beings. Sir Hamm is sent on a quest for a
sundial because the king, worried, feels they are running out of time. Princess Clara
insists on going along; they sail off, have numerous adventures (Hamm escapes via
seahorse from a pigshark, has other undersea perils, climbs a mountain, meets a giant
stone bird, gets the sundial, has more adventures on the trip home, loses and re-
covers the sundial). Too much, too silly, too frantic, this is not redeemed by humor or
any suspense. This may be meant as a spoof, but it doesn't quite make it.
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. A String of Chances. Atheneum, 1982. 82-1790. ISBN 0-689-
30935-X. 244p. $10.95.
Sixteen-year-old Evie's father is minister of the Faith Gospel church in a small
R Maryland town; Evie's used to the fact that her parents have taken in needy people (a
7-9 retarded man, a stroke victim, a senile woman) but she's irritated when they invite
her childhood enemy, Matt, to stay in her room while she's away for the summer.
Evie is spending her vacation with a cousin who expects a baby, and she enjoys the
peaceful, affectionate atmosphere of Tom and Donna Jean's home. When the baby
comes, Evie adores him. It is almost as tragic to her as to Tom and Donna Jean when
little Josh suffers crib death. Already questioning the faith in which she has hereto-
fore stood firm, Evie angrily confronts her father, whom she adores, and her doubts
are not solved despite her father's tenacious faith and patience. The story ends with a
rapprochement with Matt, and it has a deft fusion of major plot threads (the re-
lationships with Matt and another boy, Evie's love for the baby and grief at his death,
and her despair and anger as she begins to examine her doubts about the tenets of her
faith) and minor ones. Characterization and dialogue are handled with smoothness
and depth, as Evie moves toward tolerance of others and understanding of herself.
D.V. Death, adjustment to; Faith; Father-daughter relations; responsibility
Norton, Mary. The Borrowers Avenged; illus. by Beth and Joe KJrush. Harcourt, 1982. 82-
47937. ISBN 0-15-210530-1. 304p. $12.95.
Although this sequel to earlier stories about the borrowers gets off to a bit of a slow
start (the first three chapters are about human beings, full size) it is just as clever and
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intriguing as the first books about the miniature people who live in buildings, unseen
R by most humans. Here Arrietty and her parents, Pod and Homily, have escaped from
4-6 the Platters, the cruel couple who want to keep them captive and make a fortune by
exhibiting them. The borrowers escape, find a new home, and have a reunion with
their kin, but they know they are being hunted and they fear the Platters will call in
Lady Mullings, who has extrasensory ability and a fine record as a finder of lost
objects. Arrietty is really worried when she realizes that the Platters know that her
little cousin Timmus is trapped in the church. The Platters break into the church that
night but are caught when Mrs. Platter, seeing a small borrower climbing the bell
rope, grabs for the rope and rings the church bell. The Platters leave the country, and
the borrowers are safe at last. The concept of the miniature people and their way of
life is appealing, and it's given depth by the adroit handling of dialogue and charac-
terization; the writing is sophisticated and humorous.
D.V. Imaginative powers
Oneal, Zibby. A Formal Feeling. Viking, 1982. 82-2018. ISBN 0-670-32488-4. 168p. $10.95.
The title is from an Emily Dickinson poem, "After great pain, a formal feeling
R comes--" and Anne's great pain has been the death of her mother, a woman who
7-10 excelled at everything. Added to Anne's grief was her resentment at her father for his
remarriage and at her stepmother, Dory, for being there at all; it didn't help that her
older brother accepted Dory completely. Aloof and withdrawn, Anne in her "formal
feeling" is surprised by the buried memories that return, and she's reluctant to admit
to herself that she had angrily resisted her mother's high standards and her
domineering ways. There is little action in this sensitive story, but there is growth and
change, so that when it is time for Anne to go back to boarding school after her
unhappy vacation, she can accept the status quo and can weep for the person her
mother really was rather than the idealized woman she had been trying to remember.
A candid story, this unfolds and grows smoothly, with a perceptive meshing of
personalities and relationships that are strongly drawn.
D.V. Death, adjustment to; Stepparents, adjustment to
Overbeck, Cynthia. Ants; photographs by Satoshi Kuribayashi. Lerner, 1982. 81-17216. ISBN
0-8225-1468-0. 48p. $7.95.
Color photographs, most of which are enlarged to show small details, illustrate a
R continuous text that describes the anatomy of ants, their reproductive patterns, and
3-5 their ways of caring for the young as well as the behavior of these social insects.
Dividing their work, ants of almost every species perform specific tasks and share in
communal activity. The material is well organized, the writing style is direct and
clear, and the book's usefulness is increased by the inclusion of a glossary and an
index.
C.U. Science
Parish, Peggy. Mr. Adams's Mistake; illus. by Gail Owens. Macmillan, 1982. 81-17221. ISBN
0-02-769800-9. 64p. (Ready-to-Read Books) $7.95.
Although Mr. Adams is not referred to as a truant officer, his job is finding children
M "who try to skip school" and bringing them to school. Since he's near-sighted, he
1-3 picks up a doll, a dancing poodle, his grandmother, and then a chimpanzee named
Corky; he brings the latter to Miss Nelson's class and insists on leaving him, although
Miss Nelson notes that Corky is a chimpanzee. The rest of the story is a recital of the
damage Corky does, including his painting things and people (including Mr. Adams,
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when he returns) with red paint. This is too silly to be either believable or funny,
although disaster-humor appeals to readers in the primary grades. Bright, strong
crayon drawings lend vitality to a slight and contrived story.
C.U. Reading, beginning
Pellowski, Anne. Winding Valley Farm: Annie's Story; illus. by Wendy Watson. Philomel,
1982. 81-15908. ISBN 0-399-20863-1. 192p. $9.95.
A third story in the author's series of books about a farming community, Polish and
Ad devoutly Roman Catholic, at the start of the century. Each book focuses on one
3-5 child; here it is Annie, age six. Save for a few threads (Ma's pregnancy, Annie's fear
that Pa will sell the farm) this is anecdotal; it gives a rich picture of the details of farm
life in the period, but is rather flat and static in its writing style.
C.U. Farm life (unit)
D.V. Family relations
Pomerantz, Charlotte. Buffy and Albert; illus. by Yossi Abolafia. Greenwillow, 1982. 81-
20144. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00920-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00921-2. 47p. (Read-
Alone Books). Trade ed. $7.50; Library ed. $6.67.
Despite its simplicity of vocabulary, this story told by a small girl has a smooth
R narrative flow, and-despite the simplicity of the story line-it has depths that are
1-2 there for thoughtful readers although it can be enjoyed at surface level. Grandpa lives
alone with two old cats and grumbles about what a nuisance his pets are and how he'd
just as soon get rid of them. After having his children and grandchildren take care of
him when he twists an ankle, however, Grandpa feels a bit different about tolerance
for his old pets, admits that old age creates physical problems and agrees with his
grandchildren that you can't help it if you're old.
C.U. Reading, beginning
D.V. Older-younger generations
Potter, Marian. A Chance Wild Apple. Morrow, 1982. 81-18711. ISBN 0-688-01075-X. 221p.
$9.50.
In a story set near the end of the Depression Era on a Missouri farm, the pro-
Ad tagonist is eleven-year-old Maureen, who is just as pleased as her parents at the fact
5-7 that Uncle Millard and his family are coming from St. Louis to be tenant farmers
nearby; Maureen and her family work hard to prepare the house for Uncle Millard's
family, but Maureen finds that she is dismayed by their careless lifestyle and often
jealous of her cousins. The title refers to a species of apple Maureen discovers which
she hopes will prove lucrative, and as the story ends it seems that her hopes will be
realized. Adequately written, this gives a convincing picture of the ways in which the
depression affected farming communities, but the threads that tie the episodes to-
gether are not substantial enough to give the book a strong narrative flow. It has
convincing characterization, but is not strong structurally.
D.V. Cousin relations
Prelutsky, Jack. It's Thanksgiving; illus. by Marylin Hafner. Greenwillow, 1982. 81-1929.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00441-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00442-3. 47p. (Read-alone).
Trade ed. $6.50; Library ed. $5.71.
A collection of poems about Thanksgiving has rhyme, rhythm, and humor as well
as a variety of topics: helping Grandma with the meal, watching Daddy watch a
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football game, seeing a Thanksgiving Day parade, working on school projects, not
R being able to eat any of the holiday treats because of braces, and the Pilgrim Thanks-
2-4 giving. The poems are illustrated by brisk, often comic drawings, line and wash. This
isn't great poetry, but it has a bouncy quality that's appealing and it's useful new
material for the holiday.
C.U. Thanksgiving
Prokofiev, Sergei Sergeevich. Peter and the Wolf; translated by Maria Carlson; illus. by
Charles Mikolaycak. Viking, 1982. 81-70402. ISBN 0-670-54919-3. 32p. $12.95.
Prokofiev's classic, designed to teach children the instruments of an orchestra, has
R been published in picture book form before, but never better illustrated. The transla-
K-3 tion is smooth, a bit more sophisticated than the 1960 edition published by Barnes
and illustrated by Alan Howard; unlike the edition published in 1940 and illustrated
by Warren Chappel, this does not include musical themes. The paintings are rich in
color, dramatic in details of costume or architecture, strong in composition, with
distinctive individuality in the faces of people and of the wolf.
Quackenbush, Robert. Sheriff Sally Gopher and the Thanksgiving Caper; written and illus. by
Robert Quackenbush. Lothrop, 1982. 82-135. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-01292-2; Library
ed. ISBN 0-688-01293-0. 32p. Trade ed. $8.50; Library ed. $7.63.
Bright, crowded paintings illustrate another story of the animal town of Pebble
Ad Junction, whre a huge replica of a turkey is erected every year to honor the ancestor
K-2 of Terence Turkey, since ancestor Miles Turkey had graced the table at the first
Thanksgiving. Peace is disrupted when Virgil Vulture claims that his ancestor was
also present. Dirk Duck then claims the first celebration of gratitude was held in
Holland. The mayor puts it to the public, and Virgil wins the vote, but Sheriff Sally
discovers the election was rigged; the usual turkey is built and all differences are
forgiven and forgotten. Mildly humorous, mildly informative, minimally useful, this
is breezy and busy if a bit concocted.
C.U. Thanksgiving
Rahn, Joan Elma. Plants That Changed History; written and illus. by Joan Elma Rahn.
Atheneum, 1982. 82-1748. ISBN 0-689-30940-6. 144p. $9.95.
A college professor specializing in botany, Rahn exemplifies good teaching prac-
R tice by investing informational material with all the color and drama of a good story.
7- She uses five examples of the far-reaching effects the pursuit, discovery, or use of a
plant or plant product can have on history: the rise of civilization that grew from the
cultivation of grain and its effect on nomadic living patterns, the search for spices that
led to the discovery of the Americas, the relationship between the effort to transplant
breadfruit and the mutiny on the Bounty, the catalyst that the Irish potato blight was
for massive emigration to the United States, and the effect of coal on the Industrial
Revolution and on our lives today. Although some of the accounts go beyond the
immediate impact of an event (for example, Rahn follows the story of the mutiny with
subsequent events in the lives of Captain Bligh and the mutineers) this is what gives
the book its high narrative appeal. A divided bibliography and an index are appended.
C.U. Social studies
Roe, Kathy Gibson. Goodbye, Secret Place. Houghton, 1982. 81-20108. ISBN 0-395-31864-5.
164p. $7.95.
The first thing Whitney wants to do, when she and her parents move back to the
town where they'd lived before, is to see her old friend Charlotte, but Charlotte has
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changed, grown too sophisticated. Whitney then turns to Robin, who quickly be-
Ad comes her best friend, and they hide their written promise of eternal friendship in a
6-7 secret place. In this story of the ardent friendship of early adolescence, there's a
realistic amount of squabbling and making up, showing signs of physical maturity
(Robin has a boy admirer and gets her first menstrual period, the two girls have one
incident with a naked embrace) and straining toward independence from parents, but
the story doesn't go anywhere. Robin's family announces they are moving, Whitney
is desolate and disagreeable, there's a tearful farewell, and the book closes with a
comment by the author that although Whitney was going to miss Robin even more
than she knew, she was also going to become close to the new boy who would move
in next door later in the year. Adequate in characterization and style, weak in plot
and structure.
D.V. Adaptability; Friendship values
Rollin, Sue. The Illustrated Atlas of Archaeology; illus by Jillian Burgess Artists; Maps by
Malcolm Porter. Warwick, 1982. 81-71549. ISBN 0-531-09207-0. 45p. $11.90.
Published in England, an oversize book in three-column format, the pages liberally
R illustrated with diagrams and color photographs, is written by an archaeologist and
5-9 gives a good overview of both the science and the sites that have been discovered
throughout the world. The text is divided into large geographical areas (the
Americas), or by period (early Western Asia, late Western Asia) or when the amount
of material so warrants, a more localized region such as the Nile Valley. In addition
to the map for each section, a series of chronological maps is included preceding the
index. Picture placement and captions have been handled judiciously; the writing is
serious but not dry.
C.U. Geography
Ross, Pat. Gloria and the Super Soaper; illus. by Susan Paradis. Little, 1982. 81-19323. ISBN
0-316-75751-9. 60p. $7.95.
Black and white drawings of adequate calibre illustrate a lively story about an
Ad eight-year-old who has a large collection of toy guns, a father who supplies them and
3-4 loves to play gun games with her, and a mother who takes a dim view of the whole
thing. Gloria has two desires: one is to get the realistic gun made of soap and touted
as a form of bubble-bath, and the other is to witness a bank hold-up like the ones she
and her father love seeing on television. Predictably, she and Daddy do see a bank
theft; contrivedly, Gloria recognizes the gun as her longed-for Super Soaper and
alerts the police, who catch the thief. Gloria then realizes Mom was right, toy guns
can frighten people, and she and Daddy decide they'll find a new interest. Structur-
ally tight and capably written, the book is weakened by its purposiveness and by the
portrayal of Daddy as childish and not very bright; the anti-gun message comes
across loud and clear.
Schwartz, Amy. Bea and Mr. Jones; written and illus. by Amy Schwartz. Bradbury, 1982.
81-18031. ISBN 0-87888-202-2. 32p. $8.95.
Bea Jones announces that she's tired of kindergarten and beanbag games and
R sitting on that dumb green rug. Her father counters with, "Do you think I like my
K-2 job? I'm tired of running for the 7:45!" What, suggests her father, if they trade
places? So Bea catches the 7:45 and Mr. Jones appears in kindergarten with a note
for the teacher, then performs so well that he becomes teacher's pet. Bea, too, does
well, producing such a good new commercial for Crumbly Crackers that the boss
gives her a promotion. And if readers think that each goes back to the old niches,
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they're wrong. Mrs. Jones has found his true milieu, and so has Bea. So, the story
ends, if you saw a very big kid getting into the movies for half price, or if you
remember a very short executive having lunch with your father, you know who they
were. A nice treatment of role reversal, this junior tall tale is told with simplicity and
humor, and is illustrated with soft pencil drawings that have pudgy people, nice
textural quality, and some funny details, such as Mr. Jones, lying on the floor and
using blocks to spell out "antidisestablishmentarianism."
Simon, Seymour. The Long Journey from Space. Crown, 1982. 81-22038. ISBN 0-517-
54541-1. 48p. illus. with photographs. $9.95.
An experienced and articulate science writer and teacher discusses comets and
R meteors in a direct, clear text that has handsome layouts on the oversize pages, with
3-5 good integration of text and photographs. Describing first some beliefs about comets
in the past, Simon goes on to explain what comets and meteors are, with ample
details about particular comets and meteors, how they travel and how they behave
when they enter the atmosphere of the earth. A beautifully made and informative
book.
C.U. Astronomy
Voight, Cynthia. Dicey's Song. Atheneum, 1982. 82-3882. ISBN 0-689-30944-9. 204p. $10.95.
The strong characterization of Homecoming (reviewed in the May, 1981 issue) to
R which this is a sequel is one of the most trenchant facets again, in this story of the
5-8 four children who live with their grandmother on the Eastern Shore of Maryland.
Dicey, oldest of the four, is the protagonist, a self-reliant and resourceful thirteen-
year-old who had brought her siblings to the grandmother they'd never seen when
their mother (now in a mental institution) had been unable to cope. This is the story of
the children's adjustment to Gram (and hers to them) and to a new school and a new
life-but with some of the old problems. Dicey, in particular, has a hard time since
she must abandon her role of surrogate mother and share responsibility with Gram.
This is much more cohesive than Homecoming, in part because the physical scope is
narrower, in part because the author has so skillfully integrated the problems of the
individual children in a story that is smoothly written. Dicey learns how to make
friends, how to accept the fact that she is maturing physically, how to give and
forgive, how to adjust-in a touching final episode-to the death of the mother whose
recovery she had longed for. A rich and perceptive book.
D.V. Adaptability; Death, adjustment to; Grandparent-child relations; Re-
sourcefulness
Watanabe, Shigeo. I Can Ride It! illus. by Yasuo Ohtomo. Philomel, 1982. 81-17792. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-399-20867-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-399-61194-0. 28p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library
ed. $7.99.
Although the short sentences and large print make this suitable for beginning
R independent reading, the concept of setting a goal and achieving manual proficiency
2-5 are more appropriate for the pre-school child, and some young children will be able to
yrs. read the text. Clear, uncluttered crayon pictures of a small bear show a series of tasks
being accomplished, and demonstrate the optimism of the small learner as he masters
the intricacies of riding a toy bus, using a skateboard and roller-skates, and moving
from a tricycle to a two-wheeler with training wheels. There are a few spills, but Bear
forges on, and he concludes with "I can drive a bus. Can I fly a plane? Of course I
can ...... someday." Very nice indeed.
D.V. Perseverance; Self-confidence
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Webb, Sharon. Earthchild. Atheneum, 1982. 82-1791. ISBN 0-689-30945-7. 216p. $11.95.
Webb portrays a future in which a chemical discovery guarantees immortality to
Ad children, a discovery that is a catalyst for a wave of child murders; to protect the
7-9 world's children, they are put in isolated, guarded government installations by a
world coalition. Kurt, the protagonist, becomes one of the leaders of this brave new
world after a thirty-year training period. When the book ends, the leaders have
realized that immortality breeds its own problems, one of which is a decline in artistic
creativity, and Kurt takes drastic action. The concept is original, the writing style
adequate; the weakness of the story is-as often happens in first novels-that the
author has included so many subplots and characters that are not essential to the
development of the story line that they obscure rather than enrich the quality of the
book.
Wersba, Barbara. The Carnival in My Mind. Harper & Row, 1982. 81-48640. Trade ed. ISBN
0-06-026409-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-026410-1. 210p. Trade ed. $10.50; Library ed.
$10.89.
"Perhaps the whole thing started because I was so short," fourteen-year-old Har-
R vey begins, explaining that his schoolmates ignore or taunt him, his mother has filled
7-9 their Manhattan apartment with Irish setters to whom she gives all her love and
attention, and his father has retreated (either from the dogs, his wife, or both) to their
suburban home. The only stability and affection Harvey gets are from the family
servant, Holmes. So when Harvey meets a dazzling young woman on a bus (she has
hiccups, Harvey stops them) who takes him off for an afternoon of champagne
cocktails and confidences, it's instant love. Chandler is tall, young, beautiful, an
unsuccessful actress, and a loving person. Who else would Harvey go to when he
runs away? Chan takes him in, and even sleeps with him (there's only one bed, there
is no sexual or romantic relationship) and mothers him; she confesses that her par-
ents are bringing up her illegitimate baby daughter, and it is clear that she adores and
longs for her child. Harvey, who has his own checking account, is baffled by Chan's
finances: at times she takes his money, at other times she seems affluent. He learns,
heartsick, from another person that Chan is a call girl and an alcoholic, and when he
talks to Chan, she announces that she is going home, joining Alcoholics Anonymous,
and accepting the offer of marriage from a man in her home town so that she can have
her baby. At the end of the book, Chan takes Harvey to a carnival (he's confessed
that he has always wanted to join one and dreams about it) before she goes. The one
weak point of the story (although some readers may feel that Chan is an unsavory
character) is in the depiction of Harvey's mother, so bound up in her animal rescue
work that she doesn't even notice her son has moved out. Wersba makes the eccen-
tric Chan and the unhappy adolescent believable characters with a tender rela-
tionship, and the style of writing is fluent, believably that of a precocious adolescent.
D.V. Friendship values
Williams, Barbara. Mitzi and the Terrible Tyrannosaurus Rex; illus. by Emily Arnold Mc-
Cully. Dutton, 1982. 81-12665. ISBN 0-525-45105-6. 102p. $8.95.
Eight-year-old Mitzi did not look forward to her mother's second marriage; her
R stepfather-to-be never talked to her, his son Frederick was eleven and bossy, and his
2-4 son Darwin, three, was an infant genius who insisted that he was a dinosaur. They
were all going to move into her house, along with Walter's mother; and Mitzi's
mother (an archeology professor) was going to take Frederick on a dig. Unfair!
During visits from Walter and his family, Mitzi gradually learns to cope with the two
boys, and by the time of the wedding, she is reassured: her mother will take her on
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the dig, at Walter's suggestion, and Frederick is delighted at the prospect of her
company, and even the Terrible Tyrannosaurus Rex doesn't seem a problem. This is
a sunny, funny, realistic story about change, adaptability, and family relationships,
and it's written in a breezy style that includes well-drawn characters and convincing
dialogue.
D.V. Family relations; Stepparents, adjustment to
Yount, Lisa. Too Hot, Too Cold, Just Right: How Animals Control Their Temperatures; illus.
by Harriett Springer. Walker, 1982. 81-50733. Trade ed. ISBN 0-8027-6425-8; Library
ed. ISBN 0-8027-6426-6. 48p. $9.95.
Large print is used for a continuous text illustrated with soft, realistic pencil
Ad drawings of many of the animals whose regulatory devices are discussed. Yount
2-4 describes external adaptations as well as internal ones and also notes some of the
kinds of behavior that help animals adjust to heat or cold. The text is simple and
accurate, but a bit rambling in structure; an index is appended.
C.U. Science
Zimmer, Dirk. The Trick-or-Treat Trap; written and illus. by Dirk Zimmer. Harper, 1982.
81-47113. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-026860-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-026861-1. 2 8p.
Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.89.
Three costumed children out trick-or-treating on Halloween fall through a porch
M trap door into an eerie landscape and begin a series of adventures in which they meet
K-3 a crew of skeletons, fly in a pumpkin, and are pursued by low-flying witches. They
end at a party, laughing heartily as another group of callers falls through the trap
door. This has plenty of action and a holiday setting for appeal to readers, but it's a
cluttered story and the fantasy seems forced. The illustrations, grotesque and
ghostly, make dramatic use of black and white in cross-hatched, fine-lined drawings.
C.U. Halloween
Zola, Meguido. Only the Best; illus. by Valerie Littlewood. Watts, 1982. 80-85291. ISBN
0-531-04066-6. 29p. $8.95.
Richly ornamented realistic paintings illustrate the story of a father's frantic search
Ad for the best gift for his new-born daughter. He consults other people, including the
K-3 Rabbi, all of whom give sage counsel that he ignores. He decides on a top, but the
owner of the toy store says the top is as bright as new clothing, so he decides to get
new clothing; the tailor says his cloak is as warm as fresh-baked Sabbath bread, so
the farmer runs off to the bakery, and so on. Finally he decides that the most precious
gift is love's first kiss, so he retraces his steps, calling on all the people he'd seen, and
they all go home and watch "love's first kiss." The baby gurgles happily. The
pattern, the cumulation, and the father-child love should appeal to the read-aloud
audience, who may not care that the father emerges as a dolt in his behavior, because
they are enjoying the fact that he cares so deeply. The writing style is a bit preten-
tious, and the vocabulary is not always appropriate for the audience: "It is as
exhilarating as the elixir of eternal youth."
D.V. Father-daughter relations
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